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Abstract—Synchronization is a central issue in concurrency
and plays an important role in the behavior and performance of
modern programmes. Programming languages and hardware
designers are trying to provide synchronization constructs and
primitives that can handle concurrency and synchronization
issues efficiently. Programmers have to find a way to select the
most appropriate constructs and primitives in order to gain the
desired behavior and performance under concurrency. Several
parameters and factors affect the choice, through complex
interactions among (i) the language and the language constructs
that it supports, (ii) the system architecture, (iii) possible
run-time environments, virtual machine options and memory
management support and (iv) applications.
We present a systematic study of synchronization strategies,
focusing on concurrent data structures. We have chosen concurrent data structures with different number of contention
spots. We consider both coarse-grain and fine-grain locking
strategies, as well as lock-free methods. We have investigated
synchronization-aware implementations in C++, C# (.NET
and Mono) and Java. Considering the machine architectures,
we have studied the behavior of the implementations on
both Intel’s Nehalem and AMD’s Bulldozer. The properties
that we study are throughput and fairness under different
workloads and multiprogramming execution environments. For
NUMA architectures fairness is becoming as important as the
typically considered throughput property. To the best of our
knowledge this is the first systematic and comprehensive study
of synchronization-aware implementations.
This paper takes steps towards capturing a number of
guiding principles and concerns for the selection of the
programming environment and synchronization methods in
connection to the application and the system characteristics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Synchronization has always been a core research problem
in parallel and concurrent programming. Synchronization is
required to assure the correctness of multi-threaded applications, but it can also become a bottleneck for performance. It
becomes even more crucial in the multi-core and many-core
era when multiprocessor computers are widely used.
Modern processors are provided with machine instructions for synchronization primitives such as test-and-set,
compare-and-swap and many more. Using them, several
synchronization methods have been proposed in the literature, ranging from traditional lock-based methods, such
as locks, semaphores and monitors, to non-blocking approaches, such as lock-free/wait-free synchronization and

software transactional memory [1], [2], [3], [4]. Building
on them, programming languages can now provide builtin support for synchronization constructs as either an API
in the language (Java and C#) or as user-friendly libraries
(e.g. Intel TBB, NOBLE [5] or PEPPHER [6]). This means
that when selecting a language to write an application in,
a programmer has implicitly chosen the synchronization
constructs offered by the language API or language-specific
third-party libraries. In addition, selecting a programming
language to use also involves several other options, which
in turn have their own importance to the performance
of the concurrent applications. For example, C++ offers
basic memory management functionality, but also allows
the programmer to access low level memory. Java or C#,
on the other hand, offer automatic garbage collection, but
they limit direct access to the memory. Still, even after
selecting a language, the programmer has a wide range
of synchronization methods to choose from. We argue that
selecting the best synchronization constructs to achieve the
desired behavior is a non-trivial job, which requires thorough
consideration of different aspects. Besides languages and
their features, the selection is also governed by several other
parameters and factors, and the interplay among them, e.g.
the system architecture of the implementation platforms;
possible run-time environments, virtual machine options and
memory management support; and the characteristics of the
applications.
The implementation hardware platforms have their own
role to play in this context. Although the widely available
multi-core processors are mainly based on a cache-coherent
NUMA design, they differ in the way they have implemented
multi-threading to exploit instruction-level and thread-level
parallelism. These differences are not only in the size and
speed of the cache, but also in the number of threads that can
share resources simultaneously [7], the memory-controller
mechanism and the inter-processor connector designs that
are employed on and off the chip [8]. After selecting the
language, the subsequent selection of a virtual machine
and/or operating system, from a wide range of options,
increases the complexity of the problem even further.
There are several available synchronization methods to
select from. None of them is even close to be the silver

bullet which can solve all the synchronization issues that
the application developers have to address in all possible
hardware and software environments in the domain of concurrent programming. In the literature a number of efforts
have been made to evaluate such methods through micro
benchmarks [1], [9], [10] as well as macro benchmarks [11],
[12], [13]. These benchmarks try to rank synchronization
constructs by measuring their potential for high throughput
and also examine a subspace of the parameters that we examine in this paper. Evaluating synchronization mechanisms
exclusively for high throughput [14] could give misleading
results. For example, consider evaluating the throughput of
a simple concurrent data structure, with little or no inherent
potential for concurrency, using different synchronization
methods. Among the methods that give the best throughput,
methods that consistently favor the same set of threads to get
access to the data structure, while leaving others to starve,
have the potential to rank among the best. This underpins
the importance to measure fairness of the synchronization
methods for a particular application.
In this paper we evaluate different types of lock-based
(from fine-grained to coarse-grained), as well as lock-free,
synchronization methods with regard to their potential for
high throughput as well as fairness. We will focus the discussion on how these two measurements relate to each other.
The studied synchronization mechanisms are applied to two
different types of data structures, that have different potential
for concurrency. Considering the variation in contemporary
multi-core architectures, the experiments are performed on
two multiprocessor machines, one with two Intel (Nehalem)
processors and another with four AMD (Bulldozer) processors. Further, to explore the variation due to the choice of
language and runtime, as well as memory management, we
have implemented the algorithms in C++, Java and C#. To
the best of our knowledge this is the first head-to-head,
systematic evaluation that considers the interactions among
(i) the programming language and the language constructs
that it supports, (ii) the system architecture where the application is running on, (iii) possible run-time environments,
virtual machine options and memory management support,
and (iv) characteristics of the applications.
Our experiments put forward an interesting observation
that the change in the multi-threading model at the level
of architecture brings a big difference in the behavior of
synchronization primitives, even though the processors have
comparable speed and inter-processor connection design.
Furthermore, our experiments show that high performing
synchronization methods may have very poor fairness, and
a wise selection is very important to make a good tradeoff between the two. We also show that the choice of
memory management, runtime and operating system may
significantly change the performance and behavior of a
concurrent application. This paper takes a step towards
improving methodologies for choosing the programming

environment and synchronization methods in connection to
the application and the system characteristics.
The structure of the paper is the following. In Section II
we go through the different synchronization mechanisms that
we have examined. In Section III we discuss the concepts of
fairness and throughput and how they relate to each other.
Here, we also give a new quantitative measure of fairness for
synchronization-aware implementations and give arguments
as to why the measurement we have selected is useful in this
context. In Section IV we present the algorithmic designs of
the data structures that were used in the experiments. Further
in Section V, we present the design and the setup of the
experiments, as well as the detailed architectures that we
have chosen for implementation. Analysis of the results is
presented in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. S YNCHRONIZATION M ETHODS
There exists a multitude of common methods for synchronization. These can be divided into different categories
depending on what kind of progress guarantees they provide.
If no progress guarantee can be provided, which is the most
common case and holds true for most locks, the synchronization construct is said to be blocking. If a synchronization
construct can guarantee that at least one thread, out of the
contending set, can finish its operation in a finite number
of its own steps, the construct is said to be lock-free. What
lock-free synchronization means in practice is that a thread
does not need to wait for another thread to finish.
Of this great variety of synchronization methods, some
are quite popular and well established in the literature.
Many of them are available through the API specification
of some of the tested languages (Java, C#). Others can be
easily implemented by a programmer in many languages,
while some more complex ones are usually implemented in
standard or third party libraries. To allow for comparison, the
following synchronization methods have been implemented
in a similar manner for all the programming platforms that
we have examined:
• Test-And-Set-based lock (TAS) – Mutual exclusion is
achieved by repeatedly trying to set a flag using an
atomic exchange primitive. The thread that manages to
set the flag is given access to the critical section.
• Test-Test-And-Set-based lock (TTAS) – To lower the
number of expensive atomic operations, the value of
the flag is read before attempting to change it. If it is
already set, no atomic operation is needed.
• Array lock – The lock consists of an array of flags and
an index to the first flag. Initially only the first flag
is set. A thread trying to acquire the lock atomically
increments the index and spins on the flag in the array
that the old index was pointing to. When the flag is set,
the thread can enter the critical section. Upon exiting,
it sets its own flag to false and raises the flag for the
thread waiting at the next index [15], [16].

Lock-free – The lock-free implementations used depend
on the specific data structures and for the cases of our
study they are described in Section IV.

to add the calling thread to the waiting queue or to wake
up any waiting processes.

Moreover, in today’s great need of concurrency, every
programming environment provides their own toolset of
internal libraries or implicit language constructs. They are
usually well integrated and easy to use, while they can also
be optimized by the underlying virtual machine or just-intime compiler. Below them the host operating system can
also provide valuable tools for synchronization. In detail,
the following are the common platform specific methods
for synchronization that we also consider in our study:

One of the most desired properties of a synchronization
method is having high throughput. The more successful
operations that can be achieved in a unit of time, the more
efficient the method is. Throughput is one of the two main
properties that we consider in our study.
As NUMA architectures are becoming the standard in industry, and different ways of Simultaneous Multi-Threading
are being presented, fairness of synchronization constructs
is becoming important. Possible differences in the access
latencies of competing threads for a memory location may
even lead some of them to starvation. In preliminary experiments we observed that between different architectures,
under identical conditions, different levels of fairness were
provided to threads that were competing for atomically
swapping a memory location.
A relevant definition of fairness was introduced into this
context by Ha et al. [21] comparing the minimum number
of operations a thread had with the average number of
operations of all threads. This helps distinguishing cases of
starving or less served threads. For identifying the opposite
cases we can compare the average number of operations with
the maximum ones among the threads. Since our goal is to
detect any unfair behavior, we use as a fairness measure the
minimum of the above values, formally:
∑
{
}
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Reentrant lock – The Reentrant lock, provided by
Java’s concurrent.locks package, comes in two
variations; a simple and a fair one. The Reentrant lock
is based on an internal waiting queue which is a variant
of the CLH lock [17], [18]. Specifically, the nodes of
the queue are used to block the competing threads,
while every node that releases the lock that it owned
signals its successor. However, an important design
difference is that being the first node in the queue does
not guarantee the lock acquisition, but only the right to
contend for the lock itself. A thread that tries to acquire
the lock first contends for it using a compare and swap
(CAS) operation. If it fails, it gets enqueued. This first
step is not performed when the fair version of the
Reentrant lock is used. An interesting observation here
is that this internal queue acts as a backoff mechanism
for the lock’s contention.
Synchronized/Lock – In Java and C# every object is
associated with an intrinsic monitor. The use of a
synchronized or lock statement respectively, with
a specified object as an argument before a block of
code, assures that the execution of that critical section
will not take place unless the object’s monitor is locked.
The actual monitor implementation is platform and
virtual machine dependent [19].
Mutex in C# – Compared to the lock keyword,
the Mutex construct in C# is a heavyweight implementation with a high overhead, as it is designed to
work across multiple processes. Mutex can be used to
synchronize threads across processes and requires interprocess communications.
Pthread Mutex (PMutex) in C++ – The Pthread mutex
construct is available in the Linux kernel from version
2.6.x and above. It is implemented using Fast Userlevel
Locking (Futex), created by Franke H. et al. [20].
A futex consists of a shared variable in user space
indicating the status of the lock and an associated
waiting queue in kernel space. In the uncontended case,
acquiring or releasing a futex involves only atomic
operations on its lock status word in user space. In the
contended case, a system call into the kernel is required

III. B EHAVIOR : T HROUGHPUT AND FAIRNESS

where ni∆t is the number of successfully performed operations by the thread i, in the time interval ∆t. Fairness
index values close to 1 indicate fair behavior, while lower
values imply the existence of a set of threads being treated
differently from the rest. The fairness index achieves value
1 when all the threads perform equal number of operations,
i.e. perfect fairness. The fairness index is 0 when at least
one thread completely starves. For a critical analysis of
quantitative measures of fairness, one may refer to the paper
by Jain et al. [22].
IV. C ASE S TUDIES
A. Data Structures
We study the synchronization behavior of two types of
data structures: FIFO queues and hash tables. They are
both widely used and represent data structures with different
number of contention points. The queues we are using in our
case study are the lock-based and the lock-free linked list
based queues introduced by Michael and Scott [23]. The
lock-based queue uses locks to grant the enqueuer/dequeuer
mutually exclusive access to either the head or the tail
of the queue. Two locking strategies are applied to the
lock-based queue: coarse-grain and fine-grain locking. The

coarse-grained lock-based queue uses only one lock for both
the head and the tail, while the fine-grained one uses two
different locks, one for each of them. Hereafter, we refer
to them as coarse-grained queue and fine-grained queue,
respectively. The lock-free queue uses the CAS synchronization primitive to atomically modify the head or the tail
without any locking mechanism.
The second case study is on the hash table data structure.
The hash table we used is implemented as an array of
buckets, each one pointing to a linked list that contains the
key-value pairs which are hashed to the same bucket. The
hash tables provide search, insert and remove operations.
Insertion, removal or search for a key operate only on the
linked list associated with the bucket to which the key is
hashed to. This is where the synchronization is required.
Both a lock-based and a lock-free hash table are implemented. The lock-based version has one lock for each bucket
which, once locked, provide mutually exclusive access to
the associated linked list. The lock-free version uses the
implementation introduced by Maged Michael [24]. In this
implementation, insertion of an item, i.e a node between
two nodes in a linked list, is done with the help of a CAS
to atomically swap the next pointer of the previous node to
the new node. A thread which wants to remove a node first
marks the last bit of the pointer to that node, so that other
concurrent operations know its intention. Then the node is
removed by using CAS, to make the previous node point
to the next node. The design is proved to be correct and
lock-free [24]. The reader can refer to that paper for more
technical details.
B. Programming Environments
In our study of the behavior of synchronization methods,
we have examined three different programming environments, C++, Java and C#.
1) C++ with POSIX threads: C++, prior to the C++11
standard, does not contain built-in support for multi-threaded
applications. Instead it relies on libraries and the operating
system to provide such functionality. On Unix-like operating
systems, POSIX threads, a.k.a Pthreads, is widely used to
provide multithreaded programming support. The Pthreads
library provides mutex constructs as means of implementing
thread synchronization. In the C++ environment, it is possible for a programmer to pin a thread to a specific core,
This prevents the scheduler from moving the thread from
one core to another, thus avoiding unnecessary overhead.
As we observed that pinning threads to cores benefited the
throughput of the concurrent data structures, we applied it
to all experiments in C++. We pin the threads to fill up one
processor before assigning threads to the next one.
C++ provides very basic memory management functionality. Memory allocation/deallocation are done with the help
of new and delete. In concurrent programming, especially lock-free programming, allocating and de-allocating

memory is performed by multiple concurrent threads, which
might need to be synchronized very often at runtime. Many
implementations of lock-free data structures try to avoid that
by using their own lock-free memory manager on top of
C++ new/delete. In our context, we want to examine if
user level memory management plays a significant role as a
synchronization component.
Lock-free Memory Manager: We have implemented a
lock-free memory manager (MM) for allocating and deallocating memory for lock-free implementations in C++.
The scheme contains two parts: one main memory allocator
shared by all threads and per-thread allocators. The main allocator contains a number of blocks of pre-allocated memory
that it gets from the system memory. It provides blocks of
memory to the per-thread allocators. Every thread has one
per-thread allocator. Whenever a thread wants to allocate
memory for the data structure, it gets one from the perthread allocator. When this allocator runs out of memory, it
can request new blocks of memory from the main allocator.
When a block of memory is no longer used by the data
structure, it will be returned to the memory block where it
is allocated from, to be reused later.
This memory manager can provide fast allocation for
each thread since allocating new memory usually only
involves operation on its local block, which does not require
synchronization. Synchronization is only needed when the
thread uses up the block assigned to it and needs to allocate
a new block from the main allocator.
2) Java: Java offers an extensive API for concurrent
programming via its concurrent package. In addition to
several standard data structures, it also includes most of the
low level synchronization primitives needed, such as TAS,
CAS or Fetch-And-Add. However, whether these methods
actually implement the respective machine instructions or
include some implicit locks, depends entirely on the implementation of Java’s Virtual Machine for each architecture
and operating system [19]. Also, a well specified memory
model accompanies the implicit synchronization constructs
of the language. Memory management has been left to Java’s
implicit garbage collector.
3) C#: The native runtime environment for C# is the
.NET framework provided by Microsoft which runs exclusively on Windows. To be able to perform our experiments
in the same Linux environment used for the other languages,
we have also used Mono. This is an open source runtime
for the .NET framework which allows programs written
in C# to be executed both on Windows and on Linux.
The System.Threading namespace provides classes –
Mutex, Monitor and Interlocked – for synchronizing thread
activities. Mutex and Monitor classes represent locking
synchronization whereas the Interlocked class comes with
atomic primitives which can be used to create various nonblocking synchronization methods.

Languages
Memory management
Synchronization constructs
and language features
Contention
Number of Threads
Measurement intervals (sec)

C++
C#
Java
malloc, customized
implicit memory management
PMutex, Lock-free MM
Mutex, lock Reentrant, Synchronized
TAS, TTAS, Lock-free, Array lock
Low, High
2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24, 48
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10

Table I: Experimental Setup

V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
Our purpose is to evaluate the throughput and fairness
values of the test cases in all the languages and for different
contention levels. For every data structure – as discussed in
Section IV – we ran a set of experiments consisting each
time of a different number of threads, that were concurrently
competing to access the data structure. Every such experiment ran for a fixed amount of time and multiple different
time intervals were used. All the different parameters of
our experiments along with their values can be seen in
Table I. Every experiment was replicated 10 times resulting
in a sample satisfying normality with α = 0.05 level of
significance (Shapiro-Wilk test). The means of these values
are presented in our results. Furthermore, limited according
to time and resources, samples from cases where the means
were different but close were compared with ANOVA tests
in order to confirm their difference, with the same level of
significance.
In the queue case the operations were an enqueue or a
dequeue with equal probability. Each thread was assigned
the same probability distribution in all the experiment sets,
across the different parameters respectively. In order to
calculate the throughput value we used the 10 seconds
long tests. There we counted the total number of successful
operations for all the threads and divided by the exact
duration on each experiment. The shorter time intervals
were used for calculating the fairness index according to
our definition in Section III. The reason for this variety of
shorter intervals, is that fairness results can be deceiving
the longer an execution runs. In order to vary the contention
level in the queue experiments, dummy work was introduced
in every thread between the operations on the data structure.
The operations on the hash table were insert and delete
with 10% probability each and search with 80% probability.
Again the same probability distributions were assigned per
thread in all the experiments. The fairness index this time
was furthermore calculated per operation basis. The contention level was varied by changing the number of buckets,
8 for the high contention and 32 for the low.
For the implementations in Java, the IcedTea6 version
1.11.3 of the OpenJDK6 Runtime Environment was used.
We ran the C# implementations using version 2.10.5 of
Mono. For the C++ case GCC 4.4.1 was used. The host
operating system for all of the above was based in version
3.0.0 of the Linux kernel. The C# implementation was also

tested in the .NET Framework version 4.0 on Windows 7.
We performed our experiments on an Intel based workstation with 2 sockets of 6-core Xeon E5645 (Nehalem)
processors with Hyper Threading (24 logical cores in total).
In order to investigate how a different hardware architecture
can influence the fairness values of our case studies we
also performed the experiments on a second contemporary
workstation. That consists of 4 sockets with AMD Opteron
6238 (Bulldozer) 12-core processors (48 logical cores in total). The processors had comparable CPU clock speeds (2.4
and 2.6 GHz respectively) and both the machines had DDR3
at 1366 MHz main memory. The Intel machine is provided
with Quick-Path Interconnect for connectivity between chips
and I/O subsystem, whereas, the AMD machine had HyperTransport for the same [25]. However, the implementation of
Simultaneous Multi-Threading [26] on the two architectures
differ. In an Intel (Nehalem) processor two threads can share
the resources on each physical core [27], making it appear
as two logical cores to the operating system. The AMD
(Bulldozer) processor follows a modular architecture [28].
Here inside each module, two threads share resources other
than their individual integer cores.
VI. A NALYSIS
In order to present, comprehend and describe the observations of the wide extent of experiments that were performed,
a summary of the main observations regarding each of the
test cases are available in Table II and III. There, they
are divided in common observations that stand for all the
programming environments tested and then per language
basis. In every type of measurement the observations are
also grouped according to the most influential parameters
(contention regarding throughput, architecture regarding fairness). A third column in every case exists for observations
regarding the relation between throughput and fairness.
The discussion in the following subsections also follows
a similar structure, namely key comments on common
behavior for all the environments appear before comments
regarding specific environments.
A. Queue: General Discussion
The fine-grained queues achieve in most of the cases
higher throughput than their coarse-grained counterparts.
This is expected, as doubling the locks allows up to two
threads to operate in parallel, one enqueueing and one
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Figure 1: Throughput of the lock-free and fine-grained queues on the Intel system under high contention
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Figure 2: Fairness of the lock-free and fine-grained queues on the Intel system (600 ms time interval)
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Figure 3: Fine-grained and lock-free queues which show major differences in fairness across platforms at 24 threads

dequeueing. The trends among the different lock types in
the coarse-grained queues are similar comparing to the respective in the fine-grained ones. Therefore, unless explicitly
mentioned, from now on all references to lock based queues
will be based on the ones of the fine-grained kind.
The throughput results of lock-free and fine-grained
queues of the case are presented in Figure 1. The constructions based on the array lock consistently achieve the worst
throughput value in the case of 48 threads in all the studied
programming environments. Since this is more than the
number of the system’s hardware threads, i.e. the hardware
limit, any thread waiting in the array might be swapped out
by the scheduler. This forces the remaining threads in the
array to wait, until the former is swapped back in. Of course
this also affects the fairness index of the method besides the
throughput value. Due to the above, the results are in fact

so low that we consider this solution inapplicable for this
number of threads.
At first, for low numbers of threads and/or low contention,
all methods show a high index of fairness. An interesting observation that occurs as the number of threads increases, and
particularly in the high contention setting, is the sensitivity
of the fairness values along the different time intervals. It is
quite reasonable that during a small time interval even the
slightest scheduling unfairness would affect the measured
value. This is even more visible the more the threads are,
since the one with the maximum or minimum number of
operations affects less the average fairness.
The fairness experiments are also studied for the AMD
system, to gain better understanding of the influence of the
hardware architecture. The methods where major differences
were observed are presented in Figure 3. We should also
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Figure 4: Throughput of all hash tables on the Intel system under high contention
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Figure 5: Fairness of all hash tables on the Intel system (600 ms time interval)
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Figure 6: Hash tables which have major differences in fairness across platforms at 24 threads

point out that while the 48 threads exceed the hardware limit
on the Intel system, this is not the case on the AMD system,
which can support up to 48 hardware threads.
B. Queue: Environment Specific Discussion
As mentioned in Section IV-B1, in C++ the option to pin
specific threads to specific processors is used. That explains
the drop of throughput values showed in Table II. When
the number of competing threads is up to 12, our pinning
strategy schedules them in one processor in a socket. When
the number exceeds 12, the next 12 threads, i.e. threads
number 12 to 24, are scheduled on a second processor which
do not share the same L3 cache with the first one. This
increases the possibility of cache conflicts among threads,
which results in the throughput drop at 24 threads.
Continuing in the C++ case, the TAS based and TTAS
based queues are among the queues which achieve the high-

est throughput in the cases of up to 4 competing threads. This
advantage comes from the fact that the lock is constructed
from just one atomic operation. However, as the number of
threads increases, the two end points of the queue become
hot spots. The cost of dealing with high contention, such
as cache conflicts, becomes higher, making such simplicity
less important to the throughput results. As a result, the
difference in throughput between the TAS and TTAS based
queues, and the remaining queues, except for the PMutex
one, is relatively small when the number of threads is above
4 up to the hardware limit.
The trend of the PMutex based queue’s throughput when
increasing the number of threads differs from the other
implementations. It is lower than the other queues for
thread counts between 4 and 12, but keeps almost the
same throughput value in the case of 24 and 48 threads.

All

Throughput

Fairness

Throughput versus Fairness

- Fine-grained queues perform better than the
coarse-grained ones in most of the cases.
- The array lock based constructions consistently achieve the worst throughput values in
the multiprogramming case of 48 threads.

- Fairness deteriorates as the number of
threads increases.
- The fine-grained queues are almost always
fairer than their coarse-grained counterparts.
- When the threads are more than the hardware limit, the results of the array lock are
so low that the solution can be considered as
inapplicable.
- In lower contention scenarios everything
is fair until the contention is practically increased by the number of competing threads.
The trends there are similar to the high contention cases, but with better absolute values.

- A trade-off must be made between throughput and fairness in most of the synchronization methods.
- The lock-free queues in general provide a
fair balance between throughput and fairness.

Intel

- Up to 24 threads, the TTAS lock has its
throughput among the highest and its fairness
among the lowest. TAS based and PMutex
have the exact opposite behavior.
- The inverse relation does not cover all
the methods. The array lock achieves high
throughput and fairness up to 24 threads and
the PMutex lock gives the highest throughput
and fairness at 24 and 48 threads.
- The lock-free queues achieve throughput
among the highest while maintaining a good,
though not top, fairness. Thus they manage
to provide a balance between throughput and
fairness.

C++ High Contention
- Steep drop of throughput values when the
number of competing threads increases from
12 to 24.
- TAS and TTAS based queues are among the
queues which achieve the highest throughput
in the cases of up to 4 competing threads.
TTAS performs better as the number of
threads increases.
- Pmutex performs lower than the other
queues between 4 and 12 threads, but scales
better from 24 to 48 threads where it achieves
the higest throughput value.

Low Contention
- The lock-free queue with lock-free memory
management outperforms the others.

C#

- Below the hardware limit, most of the implementations achieve very high fairness values.
- Lock-free and PMutex based queues maintain high fairness values at and above the
hardware limit.
- For most methods the fairness values at 8
threads are lower than those at 6 or 12.

AMD
- Fairness values deteriorate sooner than the
Intel case (12 vs 24 threads). In general, the
structures and locks on the AMD machine are
less fair than on the Intel machine.
- The array lock based queue is the most
fair, with the PMutex based queue usually
performing fairer than the remaining methods.

- Throughput is consistently higher with the
.NET framework compared to Mono.
- The Mutex lock constructs has distinctively
lower throughput than the other synchronization methods.

- The language provided lock constructs have
a very high fairness measure overall.
- For a low number of threads, all methods
show a high degree of fairness.

High Contention

- In the 48 thread case the fairness drops
drastically.

- The TTAS locks has significantly higher
throughput.

Low Contention
- The lock-free implementation performs better than all other methods.
- the TTAS locks display lower throughput
than the language provided lock keyword.

Java High Contention

Intel
AMD
- The variation of fairness values along different numbers of threads is higher.
- For more than 8 threads, the fairness drops
by 50% for the TAS and TTAS locks. The
lock-free version shows a similar trend.
- For more than 12 threads, the fairness of the
TAS lock drops close to zero.

Intel

- The constructions based on the simple Reentrant locks outperform all the rest in most of
the cases.
- The Synchronized based locks followed by
the lock-free implementation have a scalable
behavior and a relatively good throughput.

Low Contention
- The lock-free and the fine-grained queues
based on TAS, TTAS and Synchronized
blocks present the highest throughput.
- The fair version of the Reentrant lock is the
slowest except for the array lock that severely
drops in 48 threads.

- The TTAS locks provide high throughput,
but low fairness.
- Array locks and the language-provided lock
constructs are very fair, but with low throughput.
- The lock-free implementation provides a
trade-off between throughput and fairness.

- The absolute winners in most cases are the
fair Reentrant lock and the array lock.
- Also the TAS based queues follow closely,
especially in the case of 24 threads, while in
48 the differences are widened.
- The lock-free queue is the next to come with
a similar behavior except for the 48 thread
cases where it is slightly better than the TAS
based queues.

AMD
- Worse fairness values for lower thread cases.
- The Synchronized block, TAS and TTAS
based locks are always worse than the Intel
case (see also Figure 3).
- For up to 12 threads the lock-free queue
is fairer. After that it achieves lower values
but it is still the third in order after the fair
Reentrant and the array lock constructs.

- If fairness is a critical objective, then locking
methods which inherently have a queue waiting structure (fair Reentrant or array lock), are
definitely the choice, sacrificing throughput
though.
- The unfair Reentrant lock and the synchronized block give absolute throughput but
fairness is not guaranteed at all. On the same
side of the balance is TTAS.
- The lock-free queue manages to balance this
tradeoff with relatively good results in both
sides.

Table II: A summary of the main observations regarding the queue case study

The internal design of PMutex based is different from the
other locking methods. In contended cases, a thread goes
to sleep if it fails to acquire the lock. We can observe that
this mechanism, which is a form of backoff, penalizes the
throughput in the cases of lower number of threads, i.e.
below the hardware limit. However it helps the PMutex
based queue deal with extreme contention cases, i.e. 24 and
48 threads, better than other implementations. The results
show that both throughput and fairness benefit by this.
The thread pinning in specific processors also affects
fairness. We observe that the fairness values at 8 threads
are lower than those at 6 or 12 for most implementations.
The reason is that in the case of 6 or 12 threads, all cores
are scheduled to run either one or two threads, respectively.
While in the case of 8 threads, some cores run one and some
run two threads, which causes more fairness differences
among the threads.
In Java, the throughput of the Reentrant lock and its
difference from the rest is the most noticeable. This happens
due to the Reentrant lock’s inherent backoff mechanism –
described in Section II – similar of which are not inherent
in the other locks (e.g. exponential backoff). However, the
overhead of the Reentrant lock’s mechanism does not pay
off in lower contention conditions as both versions of the
lock are the lowest, with the fair one being by far the worst.
The C# implementations were tested in both Mono and
the .NET Framework. The throughput results were consistently in favour of the latter. Furthermore, the low throughput
of the Mutex based constructions is justified by its design,
which is heavyweight due to the requirement that it should
also provide interprocess synchronization. However this low
throughput for Mutex, as well as for the lock construct,
come in benefit of fairness.
C. Hash table: General Discussion
The throughput of all hash table implementations in
different programming languages is presented in Figure 4. A
summary of the main observations for throughput, fairness
and their relation can be found in Table III.
The hash table is a data structure with many points where
operations can be performed independently – the different
buckets. Thus it allows more threads to be served concurrently and, since the keys that were used were uniformly
distributed, it also allows for fairer executions. In fact we
observe interesting variations of the fairness values between
the different synchronization mechanisms in the cases where
the number of competing threads is bigger than the number
of the available buckets. Still though, concerningly low
fairness values occur when the number of threads exceeds
the hardware limit.
Due to the different nature of the hash table’s methods, we
first checked the values of the fairness index per operation,
i.e. Insert, Remove, Search and also for the total number
of operations regardless their kind. Since the patterns are

similar, unless explicitly mentioned, the observations stand
for any kind of operation.
As it can be seen in Table III, different synchronization
mechanisms than in the queue case have to pay the tradeoff
between throughput and fairness.
In fact the pattern that can be observed is that all the
synchronization methods that achieved high throughput in
the low contention cases of the queue are the ones that
manage the best throughput performance in the hash table.
This is because the hash table consists of multiple linked
lists where the hashed values are stored, i.e. the same basic
component as the queue. And since the contention and
the requested operations of the competing threads is now
uniformly distributed along the different linked lists, the
contention is lowered in each of them. Therefore the best
performing solutions locally form the final result for the hash
table. Similarly we can see the local fairness behaviour of
the queues magnified in the total fairness index of the hash
table.
D. Hash table: Environment Specific Discussion
Again in the case of C++ we can see the advantages
and disadvantages of specific thread pinning to cores. While
generally when the number of competing threads is less than
the hardware limit, i.e. 24 threads, all the hash tables behave
very fair, this observation can not be applied for the case of 8
threads. The reason is that scheduling 8 threads into 6 cores
with hyperthreading causes unfairness when some cores run
only one thread and the other running two. In the case of 6
or 12 threads, they are scheduled evenly to cores.
We also observe that, as the TAS- and TTAS based hash
tables achieve very low throughput, even a small unfairness
in the scheduling of threads can cause a negative effect on
their fairness measures, especially at short time intervals. It
is interesting though that the values can recover in longer
time intervals.
The tradeoff between throughput and fairness appears
when the number of threads is over a threshold, at which
point we start to get contention at the sharing points in
the data structure, i.e. the behaviour associated with the
queue. These thresholds are usually at 8 and 24 threads
in high and low contention scenarios, respectively. This
result agrees with the fact that the hash tables have 8 or
32 buckets in each respective scenario. When the number
of threads goes beyond the threshold, we see that some
implementations, which achieve high throughput, might have
to sacrifice the fairness. TAS- and TTAS based (and array
lock based, to some extent) hash table represent this trend
with high fairness, but low throughput. Lock-free hash tables
also show a clear trend, but with high throughput and lower
fairness results. Between the lock-free implementations with
and without lock-free memory management, the former
achieves higher throughput, but also gets lower fairness
result than the latter, and vice versa. PMutex, the language
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Throughput versus Fairness

- The lock-free implementations perform better than most of the lock based implementations, on average, and show scalability as
well.

- The fairness indices are generally quite high.
The differences become more visible when
the number of threads is greater than or equal
to the number of buckets.

- Different synchronization methods excel in
throughput or fairness than in the queue case.

Intel

- When the number of threads is larger than
the number of buckets, the lock free implementations achieve high throughput but
moderate or low fairness.
- TAS, TTAS and to some extent array lock
based hash tables show the opposite trend
with high fairness and lower throughput values.
- The throughput of the PMutex based hash
table is usually the lowest and its fairness,
though decent, is not among the top. Nevertheless, it keeps steady performance at higher
numbers of threads in terms of both throughput and fairness.

C++ High Contention
- TTAS, TAS and array lock based hash
tables have similar throughput values with the
first one usually performing slightly better.
However they do not scale beyond 12 threads
where their values drop significantly.
- The PMutex based hash table achieves
higher throughput than the previous group
beyond 12 threads, but not before.
- The lock-free implementations scale all the
way up to 48 threads, achieving the highest
throughput values in 8 or more threads. The
one with the lock-free memory manager performers better than the simple one in most of
the cases.

Low Contention

- Below the hardware limit (24 threads) all
the cases behave fair except for the 8 threads
case.
- At and above the hardware limit the values of lock-free implementations drop lower,
though still about 0.75.
- TAS and TTAS lock are very unfair in the
48 threads case. However they recover and
achieve high values for longer time intervals. The PMutex construction maintains high
values consistently throughout all the time
intervals.

AMD
- TAS and TTAS locks are heavily influenced
by the change of the architecture.

- All the implementations show higher values
and better scalability than in the high contention case.

C#

- The .NET implementations on Windows
perform significantly better (2x - 2.5x) than
the Mono implementations on Linux.
- The TTAS locks perform better than other
locking methods. The lock-free implementation is the one that follows.
- The Mutex based locking constructs gives
the lowest throughput.
- The methods scale up to 8 threads, the
number of buckets, and after 12 threads the
throughput starts decreasing. The exception is
the Mutex lock on Mono which does not scale
at all.
- The relative order, with respect to absolute
throughput, remains largely unchanged by the
change in runtime system.

- For up to 6 threads, all methods are highly
fair, regardless of architecture and environment.

Intel
- No single algorithm is always the most fair
one for thread counts ranging from 12 to 48.

AMD

- The TTAS lock shows high throughput, but
poor fairness.
- The Mutex lock is very fair, but lacks in
throughput.
- The lock-free and the lock based hash table
provide a good tradeoff between throughput
and fairness.

- The TTAS locks drop in fairness after 8
threads.
- For more than 12 threads, the Mutex lock is
the most fair.

Low Contention
- Increasing the number of buckets causes an
increase in throughput across the board.

Java Low Contention
- The highest throughput is usually achieved
by the hash tables based on Synchronized
blocks, array locks and the lock-free ones.
However in 48 threads specifically the lockfree construction keeps increasing its performance while the array lock severely drops.
- Both the Reentrant locks consistently show
low values.

High Contention
- The behavior is similar to the low contention case except for the lock-free hash
tables which performs 20-30% lower. Despite
that, when the number of threads increases it
achieves the highest performance.

Intel
- The highest fairness values are achieved by
both the Reentrant locks based hash tables.
Closely follows the one built on the Synchronized blocks.
- TAS and TTAS and the array lock are
relatively fair in most of the cases. In 48
threads they are the least fair, with TAS and
TTAS improving though their values in longer
time intervals.
- The lock-free hash table is the least fair.

- The lock-free method sacrifices fairness for
higher throughput.
- The Reentrant locks provide high fairness
values without managing decent throughput.
- The implementations based on TAS, array
lock and the Synchronized block manage to
balance the tradeoff in a very efficient manner.

AMD
- The fairness indices of TAS and TTAS
based hash tables are heavily influenced. The
change also hinders, in a smaller scale, the
Synchronized block construction and slightly
the lock-free one.

Table III: A summary of the main observations regarding the hash table case study

specific construct in C++ that we tested, surprisingly does
not perform well in this case study in the cases of less than
24 threads.
The different runtime systems for C# do not cause any
change in the relative order of the methods as of throughput
performance, but still the values in .NET are consistently
higher than the ones in Mono.
Regarding fairness, no single algorithm is always the
most fair for the higher numbers of threads on the Intel
machine. On the contrary, considerable differences occur
when changing to the AMD architecture, leaving the Mutex
construct as the most fair one.
Solutions with high overhead like the Reentrant locks do
not pay off for the hash table in Java either. The throughput
is the lowest, however their inherent queue structure benefits
fairness. More lightweight solutions manage to balance this
tradeoff.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we evaluated different types of lock-based
(from fine-grained to coarse-grained), as well as lock-free,
synchronization methods with regard to their potential for
high throughput and fairness.
Selecting the best synchronization constructs to achieve
the desired behavior is a non-trivial task, which requires
thorough consideration of different aspects. Besides languages and their features, the selection is also governed
by several other parameters and factors, and the interplay
among them, e.g. the system architecture of the implementation platforms; possible run-time environments, virtual
machine options and memory management support; and the
characteristics of the applications.
Our results show that the implicit synchronization constructs provided at the language level, for the managed languages used in our experiments, provide decent throughput
and fairness for many scenarios. Much can however be
gained by using more complex designs and implementations
in C++, that does not rely on automatic garbage collection.
This is especially true for data structures with a fine-grained
design, where operations are not just simply serialized, but
can actually take place concurrently. In general, it is clear
that the more fine-grained the designs is, the higher the
potential to achieve a higher degree of throughput, because
of their high potential for parallelism. A fine-grained design
also leads to increased fairness between the actors involved,
as multiple operations can be performed in parallel without
conflicts.
We observed that most synchronization methods show
reasonable fairness and throughput when used by a low number of threads, or for scenarios with very little contention.
However, when the contention increases, and the number of
threads that are executed concurrently passes the number
that can be scheduled on a single socket, the behaviour
starts to deviate. This can be mitigated by having a data

structure design that supports more parallelism, allowing
for a wider choice of concurrency mechanisms. Some lock
constructs, that performed poorly in queues under high
contention, worked fine when used in hash tables under high
contention. The cause of this is the inherent distribution of
data accesses in a hash table. Methods that use backoff were
shown to work very well during high contention scenarios,
but the extra overhead lowered the throughput during lower
contention. Some constructs such as array locks are very fair,
but drops quickly in throughput when faced with increased
contention. In most cases, a trade-off between throughput
and fairness has to be made, no matter the language or
architecture. A reasonable such trade-off for many scenarios
could be made using lock-free algorithms, which in most
cases manages to pair good fairness with high throughput.
More knowledge about the specific execution environment
could lead to more fine-tuned decisions on which synchronization mechanism to select. Our experimental observations
shed some light in this direction.
The results in this paper allows us to take a step towards
improving methodologies for choosing the programming
environment and synchronization methods in connection to
the application and the system characteristics.
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